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Desktop Electron Paramagnetic
Resonance Spectrometer EPRzp6500

Product Introduction 
EPRzp6500 is a newly designed and ergonomically 
compact desktop electronic paramagnetic resonance 
spectrometer. On the basis of dedication to high sen-
sitivity and high stability, provide a super cost-effec-
tive, simple and friendly experience for every scientif-
ic research or industrial user who needs EPR testing.

Product Features

 High sensitivity, accurncy, stability 

 Integrated instrument control software, data  
         processing software and spectrum fitting sofware

 Standard sample for accurate g measurement &
        quantitative EPR measurement

 Support manual and automatic tuning

 Customized software package: application for 
        radiation dosimetry

 Multifunctional accessories: low temperature 
        measurement, angle device, light
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cancer chemotherapy and radiation related research. 
Food Science: Agricultural product irradiation dose, 
beer flavor preservation period, edible oil rancidity test, 
alanine  dosimeter, food and beverage antioxidant.

Unpaired electrons are widely distributed, such as iso-
lated single atoms, conductors, magnetic molecules, 
transition metal ions, rare Earth ions, ion clusters, 
doping materials, defective materials, biological free 
radicals, metal proteins, etc.; many substances do not 
contain themselves unpaired electrons will produce 
unpaired electrons after being excited by light. There-
fore, electron paramagnetic resonance technology is 
widely used in physics, chemistry, biology, materials, 
industry and other fields.
Environment Science: Environmental monitoring such 
as air pollution. sewage treatment, transition metal 
heavy metals, EPRFs. 
Chemistry: Coordination compound structure research, 
catalytic reaction, free radical detection, reactive oxy-
gen species detection, chemical reaction kinetics, etc. 
Physics & Material: Single crystal defects, magnetic 
material properties, semiconductor conductive elec-
trons, solar cellmaterials, polymer properties, fiber 
defects, etc.
Biomedical: Antioxidant characterization. nitrogen 
oxide detection, reactive oxygen species ROS, oαupa
tional disease protection research, nuclear radiation 
emergency medical rescue diagnostic classification, 

Value
9.2-9.9GHz 
10 Gauss 
6500 Gauss (Max)
Better than 50mG
Better than 600:1
5×10^ 9 spins/(G√Hz
Support
100-475 K or optional
Support 
10ms/P~5s/P
Internal 
Internal standard sample Mn 
1 uW-l00mW 
10 kHz / 100 kHz
50  kg  
530 mm*420 mm*354 mm

Parameter
Frequency Range
Modulation Field Amplitude 
Magnetic Field Range 
Uniformity of magnetic field in sample area Detection 
SN ratio in continuous wave mode
Absolute spin number sensitivity
Light Window
Low Temperature Test
Auto Tuning
Scan Speed
g-value Standard Sample
Quantitative EPR test Microwave
Power Range
Modulation Field Frequency
Weight
Size

Industry: Coating aging research, cosmetic free radi-
cal protection coefficient, diamond defect identifica-
tion, tobacco filter efficiency, free matrix controlling 
petrochemical industry.

Product Parameter

Product Application 
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EPR-PRO is the operating software ofEPR Spectrom-
eter, which provides fast experimental operation pro-
cedures and scientific data analysis functions.

Software Features 
1- Modern design style, simple and elegant interface
2- Separate data analysis software for oftline use
3- scienti
4- Autonatic experiment report generation

Product Affiliated

Liquid nitrogen variable tempera-
ture

Liquid nitrogen dewar

Liquid nitrogen dewar                            Light system

4 mm outer diameter 
sample tube, flat cell

Automatic corner device

Product Software: EPR-PRO 



About FANDA

Aria Fan Varzan is a part of FANDA, which is an international group in the field of  distributing applied science’s high-tech products , we are focused on  bringing useful technologies and sciences  based 
on the vision of  “making better life by applied science”, this  is  our group‘s vision that we are  committed to achieve  this vision in  our daily works .

NanoScience: introducing hybrid, microscopic, macroscopic and spectroscopic techniques to bring  technologies  and  knowledge  of  using  high  tech  analytical  instrument  and their cutting 
edge applications in the  field of pure  science research,  Photovoltaic  and  solar  cell, Petroleum, Environment, Pharmaceutical, food,…. By holding different professional academy to push these 
fields’s knowledge one step forward to have better life by NanoScience (analytical instrument).

BioScience: making cell  therapy easy and  feasible  field  for researcher  and  help  to  develop clinical  progress  in this  field  in  middle  east  by  preparing necessary infrstructure about ; knowl-
edge,  Facilities , materials  and… by importing , training  and manufacturing requirement, we hope our daily works ended to have many cell therapy clinics that can help people to have better life 
by BioScience (advanced medicine therapy) by 2021.

NeuroScience: introducing Hybrid science and  innovations with bringing  latest  knowledge to make this science feasible and usable for scientist and specialist in this field and help people using new scientific 
methods for their old  problems , we  hope  Neuroscience get well known  field in this territory by our daily works  and people feel it in their daily life by 2021.

PlasmaScience: we have a team of motivated 
and talent scientists  who are committed to find 
new solutions for daily problems of middle east 
people by magic of  PlasmaScience,  we have in-
teresting solutions to make better life for middle 
east people by PlasmaScience Aria Fan Varzan is 
a part of FANDA, which is an international group 
in the field of  distributing applied science’s 
high-tech products , we are focused on  bringing 
useful technologies and sciences  based on the 
vision of  “making better life by applied science”, 
this  is  our group‘s vision that we are  committed 
to achieve  this vision in  our daily works .
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